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Building Dynamic Web Sites with Macromedia Studio MX 2004 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2003
Each of the applications in Macromedia's just-released Studio MX 2004 product  suite—Dreamweaver MX 2004, Flash MX 2004, Fireworks MX 2004, and FreeHand MX—is,  in its own right, a powerhouse in some aspect of Web development. Put them  together, and you'll be conquering the world with your dynamic, data-driven  sites! All you need is...
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Joel on SoftwareApress, 2004
This is a selection of essays from the author's Web site, http://www.joelonsoftware.com. Joel Spolsky started the web log in March 2000 in order to offer his insights, based on years of experience, on how to improve the world of programming. His extraordinary writing skills, technical knowledge, and caustic wit have made him a programming guru....
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Mac OS X Advanced Development TechniquesSams Publishing, 2003
          Mac OS X Advanced Development Techniques introduces intermediate to advanced developers to a wide range of topics they will not find so extensively detailed anywhere else.

The book concentrates on teaching Cocoa development first, and then takes that knowledge and...
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Object Oriented Perl: A Comprehensive Guide to Concepts and Programming TechniquesManning Publications, 2000
Perl has always been a powerful and popular programming language, but with its new object capabilities, it can do even more. Written for anyone with a little Perl experience, Damian Conway's Object Oriented Perl provides an invaluable guide to virtually every aspect of object-oriented programming in Perl.
 The most notable thing about...
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Liabilities, Liquidity, and Cash Management: Balancing Financial RisksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"This book provides a very helpful and informative insight into an aspect of finance that has become quite intricate and complex but is nevertheless very fascinating."--Dr. Henry Kaufman, President, Henry Kaufman & Company, Inc.
Strategies and advice on balancing financial risk for leveraged companies      

In...
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Post-mining of Association Rules: Techniques for Effective Knowledge ExtractionInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Since its introduction for market basket analysis in the early 1990s, association rule mining has had a lot of research attention, and it is now widely used in many fields, for example in retail, telecom, insurance, and bioinformatics applications.


	One familiar problem encountered in association mining exercises is that they...
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Location-Based Information Systems: Developing Real-Time Tracking ApplicationsCRC Press, 2010

	Location-based services (LBS) are nally coming out of research labs and getting
	into the hands of nal users. It is fairly common to see cellular carriers
	and private companies oering LBS to locate your children, friends, and sites
	of interest, track assets, enhance the security of key personnel, help people
	with disabilities use...
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C# and the .NET Platform, Second EditionApress, 2003
C# and the .NET Platform, Second Edition starts with a brief overview of the C# language and then quickly moves
to key technical and architectural issues for .NET developers. Not only is there extensive coverage of the .NET
Framework, but Andrew Troelsen also shows programmers what they need to know about such necessary, but
subtle,...
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Web Development Solutions: Ajax, APIs, Libraries, and Hosted Services Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
As a web user, you'll no doubt have noticed some of the breathtaking applications available in today's modern web, such as Google Maps and Flickrdesktop applications than the old style web sites you are used to. You've probably also wished that you could create such things, and then thought "nahhh, I'd need to know a lot of complicated code to...
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Perimeter SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Perimeter Security has taken on a new level of importance since 9/11. Whether insuring the safety of government buildings, hospitals, residences, or bio-research labs, the safety of workers and materials can only be ensured by outfitting all points of entry with the appropriate alarm and surveillance equipment. This comprehensive hands-on resource...
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The Amateur Astronomer (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2005

	This 2000 Edition of Sir Patrick Moore?s classic book has been completely revised in the light of changes in technology. Not only do these changes include commercially available astronomical telescopes and software, but also what we know and understand about the universe. There are many new photographs and illustrations. Writing in the...
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ASP.NET Site Performance SecretsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Do you think that only experts with a deep understanding of the inner workings of ASP.NET, SQL Server, and IIS can improve a website's performance? Think again - because this book tosses that notion out of the window. It will help you resolve every web developer's nightmare - a slow website - with angry managers looking over your...
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